
Haarlem

When Amsterdam’s golden cock sings,
Haarlem’s golden hen lays an egg.

The Centuries, Nostradamus

Haarlem, that marvellous grotesquerie epitomizing the Flemish
school. Haarlem as painted by Jan Breughel, Peeter Neef, David
Téniers and Paul Rembrandt.

Where blue water ripples in its canals, and where church windows
glaze almost golden. Where linen dangles from stone balconies, drying
in the sun, and roofs everywhere green with straw.

And, flapping their wings, storks circle the town clock, stretch
their necks straight into the wind and catch raindrops in their beaks.

And the burgomaster, who rarely gives anything much thought,
rubs his double chin, and the lovelorn florist slowly wastes away, her
gaze not wavering from one of her tulips.

And a minstrel swoons, buckling over her mandolin, and an old
man plays a rommelpot, and some kid inflates a bladder, eager to begin
his game.

And drinkers smoke in a murky dive, and a maid hangs a dead
pheasant in a tavern window.
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Mason

Master Mason: “See these ramparts, these
buttresses? They’re built for an eternity.”

Schiller.—William Tell

The mason Abraham Knupfer sings, trowel in hand, on top of his
scaffold way up in the air — he’s up so high that he can read the Gothic
inscriptions on the great church bell — his feet leveling the thirty flying
buttresses of the church, as well as the whole town with its thirty
churches.

He sees gargoyles spew water from roof-slates into a jumbled
chasm of balconies, windows, pendants, spires, towers, roofs and
house frames, which the motionless and scalloped falcon’s wing taints
with a grey speck.

He sees fortifications arrayed like stars in the sky, the citadel
sticking out like a hen’s head poking from a pot pie, rows of palaces
with fountains dried up by the sun, and cloisters where shadows swing
round and round the pillars.

The king’s guard has encamped in the outskirts of town. Look! A
horseman’s drumming there. Abraham Knupfer espies his tricorn hat,
his red woolen aiguillettes, his cockade banded by braid, and his pigtail
tied with a ribbon.

That’s not all he sees, though. There’s a bunch of soldiers in the
park. Under its great, green boughs and on its broad, emerald lawns
they riddle a wooden bird nailed atop a maypole with shots from their
blunderbusses.

And, come evening, while the nave slumbers in deep harmony,
recumbent with arms crossed, from his ladder he catches sight of a
village on the horizon set aflame by men at war, blazing like a comet in
the azure.
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Leyden Schoolboy

Too many precautions can’t be taken these days, since,
most importantly, counterfeiters have settled in our midst.

Seige of Berg-Op-Zoom

He sits in his Utrecht velour armchair, Master Blasius, chin planted
in his fine lace ruff and his face looking like some fowl a cook serves on
a delft platter.

He’s seated, his money in front of him, ready to make change for a
half-florin. I stand on one foot facing him, a poor Leyden schoolboy, a
crane on a pole, wearing a crummy cap and tattered breeches.

There, the money-scale emerges from the lacquer box decorated
with bizarre Chinese symbols, creeping out like a spider that doubled
its long legs so it could take shelter in a tulip tinted with a thousand
different hues.

Would it be wrong to say, picking up on the master’s sullen looks,
his emaciated fingers that tremble as they unstack the gold pieces —
would it be wrong to say that he was some thief caught in the act and
forced, with a pistol at his throat, to render to God what he had gotten
with the help of the Devil?

My florin that you examine so suspiciously under your magnifying
glass is far less equivocal and fishy than your small grey eye peering at
it; a small grey eye emitting smoke like a candle that has been blown
out and not snuffed — its wick still glowing.

The scale has returned to the lacquer box with those fascinating
Chinese symbols. Master Blasius moves the top half of his body out of
the Utrecht velour armchair and I, nearly scraping the ground bowing
to him, I place foot after foot behind me, withdrawing backwards, a
poor Leyden schoolboy with tattered stockings and breeches.
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